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Coordinator Summary
This informational report on the Gender Affairs Unit (GAU) details the initiatives undertaken by the Unit since
January 2, 2014. It includes involvement in various projects and activities and details the important events that
further the mandate of effecting gender equality in the workplace and the wider community of Anguilla.

The beginning stages of developing the GAU include building a structure that is visible throughout the community
and active in raising awareness about a range of gender issues. Various outreach activities occur by engaging
stakeholders from multiple sectors of Anguillian life. These sectors include government departments, faith-based
organisations, engaging community groups and the media, and spearheading and participating in relevant
community events.

There is also an aspect of internal relationship building with national, regional, and international partners that is
paramount for the successful functioning of the unit. Strategic partners will include Anguilla’s Governor’s Office,
all of Anguilla’s governmental departments, the Office of Gender Affairs in Tortola, and various United Kingdom
and United Nations partners. Most notably at this point, the submission of a grant application to the United Nations
Trust Fund for 3-year programming support related to ending violence against women and girls in Anguilla, adds to
the recognition of the GAU abroad, in addition to network-building capacities.

In-house, within the Ministry of Home Affairs, we have achieved the design of a GAU logo, created by Mr. Kenneth
Hodge, the printing of promotional materials including pens and domestic violence brochures in both English and
Spanish, and have begun seriously outlining a plan for a 3-year strategic outlook and work plans for the Unit to
further its mission and goals. The one-week attachment to Tortola’s Office of Gender Affairs assists in modeling a
functioning and successful unit in our overseas territory.
As an opening to the report, there is inclusion of the GAU’s Mandate, Vision, Mission, and Goals. It is my pleasure
to then detail the progress made thus far in outreach with a number of sectors.

A Strengths, Weaknesses,

Opportunities, and Threats (S.W.O.T.) approach is taken to analyze the high and low points of the Unit’s
involvement. The report concludes with a brief forecast of upcoming opportunities and challenges for producing a
state of gender equality in Anguilla.

Respectfully Submitted,

Ronya Foy Connor (e/s)
Ronya Foy Connor, PhD, MSW, MPA
Gender Development Coordinator (GDC)
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Mandate
TO PLAN, DEVELOP AND COORDINATE NATIONAL POLICIES, PROGRAMMES AND
ACTIVITIES FOCUSED ON EFFECTING GENDER EQUALITY IN THE WORKPLACE
AND WIDER COMMUNITY.

The mandate was adapted from the job description for the Gender Development Coordinator
and may be updated and adjusted to reflect the mandate of the unit prior to its official
establishment.

Vision
ACTIVELY COMMITTED TO FOSTERING EQUAL AND HUMANE TREATMENT IN
THE DAILY LIVES OF EVERY MAN, WOMAN, GIRL AND BOY; MANIFESTING A
UNITED ANGUILLA.

The vision statement was compiled in roughly one week after considering the end goals of the
Gender Affair Unit. The vision represents the ultimate long range outcome of the unit; to
create a unified Anguilla where every human being, whether male or female, is able to live
productively in fairness (equality) and free from terror and fear (humane treatment).

Mission
PROMOTING KNOWLEDGE AND AWARENESS OF GENDER ISSUES AND THE
CAPACITY TO EFFECT CHANGE THROUGH NATIONAL OUTREACH, ADVOCACY,
TRAINING, AND IMPLEMENTATION OF GENDER-MAINSTREAMED POLICIES.

The mission statement explains what the unit seeks to achieve, and through what means it will
be achieved. The first element is to promote knowledge, education and intelligence about what
gender affairs is. Similarly, the unit seeks to build awareness of gender issues so that every
individual will be in a position to effect change within their capacity and scope of influence.
This change in capacity will be established by holding outreach events, supporting those who
are vulnerable and marginalized, training employees, employers and community members on
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necessary elements conducive to gender matters and having a strong influence on past, present
and future policies to ensure that it treats males and females equally under the law.

Goals
♂ TO ENSURE THAT GENDER EQUALITY AND EQUITY IS CENTRAL TO ALL
DEVELOPMENT MODELS.
♀ TO INTEGRATE WOMEN’S AND MEN’S CONCERNS AND EXPERIENCES INTO
THE DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF ALL
POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL POLICIES AND PROGRAMMES.
♂ TO ESTABLISH A SYSTEM OF GENDER MAINSTREAMING WHICH
INCORPORATES ALL SECTORS.
♀ TO FACILITATE LEGISLATIVE CHANGE AND PUBLIC AWARENESS OF
RELEVANT LEGISLATION AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS.
♂ TO EMPOWER BOTH MEN AND WOMEN BY ENSURING NEW AND EQUITABLE
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE SEXES.
♀ TO BUILD AND EMPOWER A STRONG AND VIBRANT CIVIL SOCIETY.

The unit goals detail some of the specific agenda items central to the mandate, vision and
mission of the Gender Affairs Unit. The goals include broad programmatic themes and work
plan action items central to the gender affairs role in the well-being of the nation.
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Gender Affairs Unit (GAU) Activities
The GAU hosted a number of activities in-house:
1) Most notably is the Women’s Week 2014 programme of events from March 3
– March 8, 2014 under the theme “Celebrating the Spirit of Achievement”
(see Appendix). The week opened with a radio address by the Minister of
Home Affairs and Gender, the Hon. Jerome Roberts. Throughout the week,
Radio Anguilla aired 15 min. pre-recorded interviews with women in the
community sharing stories about their successes and challenges in their
chosen field of endeavor. The women included:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

Dr. Phyllis Fleming Banks, Domestic Violence Advocate and Entrepreneur
Mrs. Chanelle Petty Barrett, Permanent Secretary of Education
Hon. Ivenia Benjamin, Magistrate
Min. Susan Best, Popular Singer and Songwriter
Mrs. Wilma Broaden, Event Coordinator at the Chamber of Commerce
Mrs. Ursula Levons Connor, Centurion and Community Leader
Attorney Cara D. Connor, Homegrown Barrister at Law
Ms. Amethyst Davis, The reigning Miss Anguilla
Mrs. Octavia Melsaides Fleming, Educator, Local Artist and Entrepreneur
Mrs. Mabel Gumbs, World-renowned Cook and Seamstress
Mrs. Norma Hughes, Former Principal and the Chief Ministers Wife
Mrs. Gilda Gumbs Samuel, Anguilla Hotel and Tourism Association
Her Excellency, the Governor, Ms. Christina Scott, Governor of Anguilla
Mrs. Cleo Webster, Wife of the Father of Anguilla
Mrs. Rochelle (Natasha)Welcome, Educator and Church First Lady
On Thursday, March 6, Her Excellency, the Governor Ms. Christina Scott
hosted a well-attended reception at Government House in honour of
International Women’s Day.
Saturday, March 8 marked International Women’s Day and a panel discussion
was held on Radio Anguilla’s Social Solutions programme. The panel
members included Dr. Lana Hoyoung of the Anguilla National Council of
Women (ANCW), Mrs. Serene Carter-Davis, Nurse and Educator and the
Gender Development Coordinator (GDC).

2) Under the acceptance of the Government of Anguilla’s Executive Council and
the statement from the Governor’s Office, a request letter was made to the
UK to have the Convention on the Elimination of All forms of Discrimination
against Women (CEDAW) extended to Anguilla. The announcement was
made at the Governor’s reception in honour of International Women’s Day
7
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and was publicized through various media outlets; including newspaper and
radio (see Appendix).
3) The GDC was selected to serve on the Anguilla Community College Project
Steering Committee, the Family Law Reform Committee, and is a member of
the Gender Working Group; raising the gender profile and influence in a
number of sectors.

Faith-Based Collaboration
The Anguilla Community Action Network (ACAN), under the leadership of the
Founder, Director and CEO, Mr. John C. Lake, invited the Gender Affairs Unit (GAU)
to participate in ACAN’s community initiative to raise awareness about HIV/AIDS in
Anguilla. The initiative, titled “Project HOPE” was funded by the Governor’s Office
Project Fund.
The GAU focused on the link between HIV/AIDS and Domestic Violence by
participating in speaker series. Engagement with faith-based organization took
place at the following venues:
1) New Testament Church in South Hill, Anguilla on January 26, 2014. There
were approximately 150 people in attendance. This event was covered by
and featured in The Anguillian newspaper (see Appendix).
2) Destiny Church in The Valley on February 9, 2014.
There were
approximately 50 people in attendance. This event was also featured in The
Anguillian newspaper (see Appendix). Pastor Hodge also requested that the
GAU return on another Sunday to give a full presentation on the GAU to the
congregation.
3) Pastor’s Workshop at La Vue Hotel on February 25, 2014.
documented in The Anguillian newspaper.

This event was

In addition to faith-based outreach through ACAN, the GAU also participated in
Marriage Enrichment Workshops. These workshops were held by faith-based
organisations and focused on strengthening male and female relationships in order
to positively influence home and family life. The events took place at:
1) Dominion Faith Centre in The Valley on February 16, 2014. There were
approximately 75 people in attendance, and the Gender Development
Coordinator (GDC) spoke about healthy relationships at the end of the
workshop.
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2) Church of God Holiness in The Valley on February 18 and 19, 2014. There
were approximately 45 people in attendance.

The GDC received invitations to join church services at:
1) Dominion Faith Centre in The Valley on January 5, 2014. There was an
introduction of the GDC to the congregation, which consisted of
approximately 100 people. Engagement with members after the service
assisted in ascertaining gender issues in the community from community
member’s experiences.
2) Church of God Holiness in The Valley on March 2, 2014. The service was
centered on gender roles and the celebration of International Women’s Day.
There were approximately 130 people present. The GDC spoke for 20
minutes about the vision and mission of the GAU and the upcoming events
surrounding Women’s Week 2014.
3) St. Mary’s Anglican Church on March 7, 2014 in honour of International
Women’s Day. The GDC was unable to attend.

Last, the GDC hosted a “Men’s Workshop” at the Dominion Faith Centre in the
Valley on March 15, 2014 with a group of roughly 20 men (and 4 women
observing). The goal was to ascertain the gender issues facing boys and men on
Anguilla. The session was successful and the pastor and congregation members are
requesting a “part 2” in order to discuss additional issues.
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Summary
Church engagement is crucial for the GAU because the majority of Anguillians and
those living in Anguilla identify as church-goers. Churches are a forum for
community engagement on important issues affecting society such as HIV/AIDS,
Domestic violence and healthy relationships and marriages.

Strengths and Weaknesses
The initial cooperation between the GAU and ACAN was a source of strength as it
allowed community members to learn about the mission of the GAU and learn
concrete information about Domestic Violence and its link to HIV/AIDS. This is
timely as one of the top legislative priorities for this year is the passage of the
Domestic Violence Bill.
There are many churches and other faith-based organisations on the island that
have not been visited yet. In some churches, the leadership is not considered as
progressive on issues such as HIV/AIDS and Domestic Violence and may be
hesitant to receive the candid viewpoints spoken about these topics. However, with
a focus on human rights and improving individual capacity, the GAU may be able to
overcome this potential barrier.

Opportunities and Threats
The GAU has the opportunity to partner with church leadership and church
organisations to move forward with gender issues including those previously
outlined. Faith-based leaders are, for the most part, interested in building the
strengths and opportunities of their congregation members. This is not very
different from one of the goals of the GAU; to promote knowledge and awareness of
equal and humane treatment of all people. In the future, the GAU will have to
consider forming strategic partnership that will assist in support for various GAU
initiatives to improve the community.
No immediate threats are identified at the moment. The only possible concerns
would be the lack of support of the GAU’s initiatives or direct opposition to the
philosophy held by the GAU regarding self-determination and safety of domestic
violence victims. The “Weaknesses” section discussing this matter in more detail.
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Community and Government Events
The GAU also participated in community and government events in support of
relevant organisations, and in an effort to start engaging members about the GAU’s
goals and initiatives. Outreach events included the following:
1) Partners Advocating for Violence Eradication (PAVE) Anti-violence Launch on
January 24, 2014. The GAU hosted a table focused on ending violence in the
home; domestic violence. Pamphlets providing information on Domestic
Violence, in English and in Spanish, were introduced at the event. A
PowerPoint presentation detailing the difference between sex and gender was
passively displayed. The Principal Assistant Secretary of Gender Affairs,
Kenneth Hodge, hosted at the table along with the GDC. Roughly 50 people
visited the table ranging in age from 9 years to 76 years of age.
2) Police Week Open Day occurred on January 28, 2014. The GAU hosted a
table at the event as one of the only government agencies represented
besides various units within the Royal Anguilla Police Force (RAPF). Students
age 15-18 were the target audience and approximately 40 people visited the
table. The focus was on domestic violence geared toward teenage
relationship and family-life.
3) The RAPF Sexual and Gender-based Violence (SGBV) Pocketbook Launch was
on January 27, 2014. The Governor of Anguilla, Her Excellency Ms. Christina
Scott, Minister of Home Affairs, the Honourable Jerome Roberts and GDC
were featured speakers to the audience of approximately 100 people
comprised of Police Officers and invited guests. The GAU supported the RAPF
and the launch of their Pocketbook to equip first responders with appropriate
ways for addressing Sexual and Gender-based violence. This training will
assist with capacity of the RAPF to address domestic violence concerns as
well.
4) Anguilla National Youth Council (ANYC) Conference Finale and Council
Elections occurred on January 10, 2014 at Government House. The GDC
attended in order to form relationships with the Department of Youth &
Culture and the newly elected officers of the ANYC. This network will assist
in future efforts geared toward youth and within the education system.
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Summary
Community and Government events involvement shows that the GAU is willing to
collaborate with influential bodies focused on furthering the same mission as the
Unit. The GAU has been able to engage with the RAPF which is critical in the
response to domestic violence crimes. The participation in the Anti-Violence Launch
at such an early stage in the GAU conception speaks to the eagerness of the unit to
be influential in fulfilling the stated mission.

Strengths and Weaknesses
Early involvement with the anti-violence campaign and the RAPF was a strength for
the GAU. Tackling the issue of domestic violence at the forum focused on ending
gang violence showed early foresight into building awareness for the issues that are
forthcoming. Another strength of the unit was in having literature available at the
previous events. A range of age groups and both sexes were engaged at the
various events and positive feedback on the information provided was received.
A weakness of community and government event support and engagement was in
the range of events supported. In only a short 3 month time period, it is expected
that not every event can be attended. However, there were likely other events that
the GAU could have collaborated on or partnered with in order to give a greater
face to the unit. Part of this problem may be the lack of a centralized space for
advertisement and knowledge sharing among like-initiatives.

Opportunities and Threats
It would have been beneficial for the GAU to attend more events in various
neighborhoods. Attending events in a supporting role (as opposed to hosting them)
is an opportunity for the GAU to work on gender mainstreaming and integration of a
wide-ranged gender perspective. The events that the GAU can be attending should
be diverse; reflecting social, cultural, economic and political forums so that a
gender discussion is integrated into all sectors.
The GAU is still being established as a viable tool to create equality between the
sexes on Anguilla. A potential threat is a misunderstanding or lack of knowledge by
the general community and government agencies about the role and the
importance of gender affairs. The GAU is trying to combat this potential threat by
making the vision and mission of GAU clear at every opportunity.
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Group Consultations and Workplace Presentation
1) An informational workshop was held with the Soroptimist International on
March 11, 2014. The session included a 30 minute PowerPoint presentation
introducing the Soroptimists to the mission and mandate of the GAU and
offering a review of the initiatives that have taken place. There were
approximately 15 Soroptimists in attendance.
2) A meeting was held with Dominion Faith Centre’s leadership on February 3,
2014. The goal was for Dominion Faith Centre to ascertain how they may
support the GAU and promote GAU goals during church services and in work
with the community. There were 7 people in attendance at this meeting.
3) A Ministry of Home Affairs / Department of Environment workshop occurred
on March 7, 2014 focused on Gender Perceptions, referencing so-called
men’s and women’s occupations and characteristics. There were
approximately 10 attendees. Participants rated the workshop a 4 out of 5,
indicating that they gained new knowledge from the workshop and that it
spurred them to think critically about personal perceptions of gender roles in
the workplace.

Summary
Group Consultations and Workplace Presentations allows for the GDC to determine
the gender needs of the community and of employees/employers in a small group
setting conducive to discussion and full member participation. The consultation with
the Soroptimists allowed for input from a group whose mission is to serve and
improve the lives of women and girls. The Dominion Faith Centre also provided a
view of what church leaders are in need of when it comes to working with
congregation members to help solve problematic and often life-threatening
situations such as violence and abuse. The workplace presentation helped to
ascertain the level of gender sensitization that may be needed throughout the
public service.
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Strengths and Weaknesses
Group consultations will prove a strength for the GAU. Self-formed groups allow for
members to be in a comfortable setting where they are willing to share important
thoughts and possibly difficult situation. This allows for the GDC to have a pulse on
individual needs, community issues and workplace ideology. If these consultations
can continue in various communities and in various workplaces, it will help the GAU
to ascertain specific issues prevalent in different locales and institutions.
There were not many group consultations held within the first 3-month period of
the GAU coming into fruition. A potential weakness may be establishing tight-knot
relationships with particular groups too fast at the expense of providing outreach to
others. The GDC does not believe that this will be a major concern and takes the
viewpoint that outreach will only expand as opposed to be closed off to a particular
area.

Opportunities and Threats
After meeting with the Soroptimists International, there is a great opportunity to
offer joint ventures related to girls and women’s development since this population
is central to their mission. There is an opportunity for the GAU to work directly with
the Soroptimists on their international initiatives focused on Human Trafficking and
Sex Workers, in addition to ending violence against women.
On the other hand, in the eyes of the general public, it must be noticed that the
GAU is not duplicating programs or initiatives that already exist, or that are
preparing to be implemented by another organization or government agency.
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Interdepartmental Relationship-building & Collaborative
Development
The GDC embarked on meeting with potential stakeholder in the GAU in various
departments of the Government of Anguilla. The meetings focused primarily on
learning about the work of each agency and the resources that they provide, and
secondarily on giving an introduction of the GAU. The following interdepartmental
relationships were initiated:

1) Department of Statistics; Lori-Rae Alleyne Franklin, January 29, 2014:
Determining what data is available about the needs of men and women in
the areas of employment, education, political life, and additional areas that
may indicate gender disparity.
2) Department of Health Promotion; Ms. Rochelle Rogers, February 13, 2014:
Linking health issues to those circumstances predominately affecting men
and those affecting women, with a focus on how to use gender-sensitive
campaigns to effect positive change.
3) Her Majesty’s Prison Visit; Mr. Allister Richardson, February 19, 2014: Taking
a tour of the prison facility and learning about the operation of safeguarding
from a range of potential hazards. This visit shed light on the issue of male
incarceration as a focus for gender affairs involvement.
4) Anguilla Governor’s Office; Steve McCredy, January 30, 2014: Providing a
forum to discuss the policy goals and strategic focus of the GAU in relation to
the goals of the Governor’s Office. CEDAW was determined to be a priority
area in addition to establishing a fully functioning and staffed GAU with an
outlined work plan.
5) Department of Social Development; Commissioner Sanford Richardson,
January 13, 2014: Ascertaining the goals and the initiatives of Social
Development so that GAU will not overlap work that was previously in the
domain of social development. Also considering what projects or programs
we can collaborate on.
6) Elderly and People with Disabilities Division of the Department of Social
Development; Mr. Clive Frankie Smith, January 30, 2014: Learning about
Anguilla’s vulnerable populations of the elderly and people with disabilities.
The history of homes for the elderly and mentally challenged were discussed
in addition to present day challenges for men and women of this population.
15
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In terms of collaborative development, the GDC regularly meets with the Gender
Working Group, comprised of a representative from Social Development, the
Attorney General’s Chambers, the RAPF, Governor’s Office and the Ministry of Home
Affairs. This group is a precursor to the position of GDC and the GAU and was
influential in establishing the Unit within the government framework.
The GAU was also represented in a sponsored forum for public consultation of the
Department of Youth and Culture’s National Action Plan on February 14, 2014.

Summary
Interdepartmental relationship-building is essential for the success of the GAU. As
gender affairs is a cross-cutting issue, it will be necessary for the Unit to
understand the roles and functions of every government department and how
gender influences how they operate, knowingly and unknowingly. Similarly,
collaborative development will allow the GAU to influence policies and programs
that require a gender lens. Vice versa, other agencies will assist in identifying the
GAU’s role in future policies and programs that are needed for their individual
initiatives, and hopefully contacting the GAU for assistance.

Strengths and Weaknesses
The GAU has started off well with identifying government agencies that need to
have a stake in the gender agenda. The approach of learning about an agencies
mission and vision first before describing the GAU’s mission and vision is essential.
A process of learning must always precede a process of teaching. One strength of
the GAU is knowing what initiatives other agencies are inputting in order to
supplement, instead of duplicate.
A weakness in this strategy is the ability to spend a large portion of time evaluating
others initiatives and not enough time creating GAU’s programs. So far this has not
proven to be the scenario but as the unit grows and expands, there is the potential
for this approach leading the way.

Opportunities and Threats
The GAU has a clear opportunity to increase the profile of gender in Anguilla due to
national and international policies and programs that require information on gender
16
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influence. This may include basic numbers on how many men and women are in a
sector, the diverse perceptions of men and women over a policy or a social
initiative, or even information on a plan for gender to be included in national
discussions of economic growth.
There are no immediate threats identified in interdepartmental relationship building
and collaborative development. Forecasting years down the line, there may be the
potential for GAU sponsored programming to be merged with other departments
programming. If this happens, it is still beneficial since the needed services are still
being offered.
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Media Engagement
The GAU sought to increase the amount of information dispersed to the public, and
raise the awareness of a GAU while still in the early stages of its development. To
reach this end, the GAU actively sought opportunities for media engagement and
the following media outlets were used for information sharing and programme
promotion:

1) GDC interview with ATV on February 5, 2014 to discuss the GAU and
upcoming activities and goals.
2) GDC interview on In Touch Government Programme on January 31,
2014 to raise awareness about the GAU.
3) Radio Anguilla interviews with 15 women for Women’s Week 2014;
aired March 3 – March 8, 2014 This medium was used to celebrate
Women’s Week leading up to International Women’s Day and allow the
general public to be encouraged by the stories of success and
challenges faced by a diverse group of women living in Anguilla.
4) Panel discussion on Social Solutions programme on Radio Anguilla on
March 8, 2014. It was an International Women’s Day special geared
toward “Inspiring Change: Past, Present and Future.”
5) Bi-weekly “The Gender Corner” article with The Anguillian newspaper
and full-page color photo spread advertising the Women’s Week 2014
programme schedule. Five articles published thus far on February 6,
2014, February 20, 2014, March 6, 2014, March 20, 2014 and April 3,
2014.

Summary
The local media has been involved in informing the public about the GAU and at
times, advocating for the incorporation of a gender perspective in the social,
economic and political fabric of Anguillian life. The media is a great support and
resource for advocacy campaigns and information sharing among the general
population.
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Strengths and Weaknesses
A strength for the GAU has been the great support from media outlets (television,
radio and print). The support of The Anguillian newspaper and Radio Anguilla is
especially mentionable. Both outlets assisted in promoting initial coverage of GAU
events. Radio Anguilla was instrumental is recording and airing the 15 interviews
conducted for Women’s Week 2014. Similarly, The Anguillian is strengthening our
ongoing efforts toward public awareness and engagement by publishing The Gender
Corner as a bi-weekly column focused on discussing gender issues.
One weakness found in media engagement is the “spur of the moment” nature of
some media, especially radio. There were invitations for the GAU to be featured on
radio programs but it occurred at the last minute ie: hours before the scheduled
broadcasts. There were greater opportunities for GAU outreach, but invitations
came at the last minute where there was often a scheduling conflict.

Opportunities and Threats
The GAU has the opportunity to utilize media outlets for promotion of programs and
for social goal setting (setting a standard of social interactions and behaviours by
utilizing the media). Another opportunity is for the GAU to engage local, regional
and international media for radio, internet radio, television and online basedpromotion. This can also include social media such as facebook, twitter or youtube.
A threat to achieving this goal will be not having the necessary staff to maintain a
high-profile agenda. Additionally, social media requires constant and calculated
engagement. In some spaces, the social media guru is hired for a full time position
working solely on online outreach. Having limited staff will be a threat to
maintaining a high level of media engagement.
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Regional and International Support
The GAU has been privileged to meet, engage and network with potential partners
in the region and those influential in gender affairs matters on an international
level. The following activities have occurred during this quarter in order promote
the knowledge of, and sustainability of, Anguilla’s GAU:

1) British Virgin Island (BVI) Attachment sponsored by the Governor’s
Office from March 16 – March 22, 2014. This attachment to the Office
of Gender Affairs in Tortola, BVI created an opportunity for the GDC to
learn about gender success models from a regional leader.
Meetings occurred with the Office of Gender Affairs, Health Services
Department, Ministry of Health and Social Development, Police
Department, Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation Centre, National AIDS
Programme, Department of Public Prosecutions, Disaster Management,
Family Support Network and the Bar Association.
The information gathered from the attachment will be presented to
stakeholders in a formal presentation; outlining the usefulness for
building the GAU in Anguilla.
2) United Nations Women (Caribbean) was introduced to Anguilla’s GAU
via e-mail by stating the vision, mission, mandate and goals of the
Unit. Through initial introductions, the GAU became part of the
UNWomen list serve and newsletter distribution.
UNWomen sent a call for grant applications for the United Nations
Trust Fund Grant for Ending Violence against Women and Girls. The
GAU responded to the call by submitting a complete proposal on
February 7, 2014 requesting over $650,000 over a 3-year period for
programming in Anguilla. We will learn of the application status in May
2014.
The GAU will also collaborate with UNWomen on the upcoming National
Review of Beijing +20; stating progress that Anguilla has made toward
achieving the Beijing platform.
3) UK Foreign & Commonwealth Office (FCO) meeting with the Head and
Assistant Head of the Caribbean and Bermuda section of the Overseas
Territories Directorate on January 27, 2014. This meeting was a great
opportunity to discuss the goals and interests of the GAU upon its
inception. It also allowed the Head and Assistant Head to gauge the
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intended efforts of the GAU and offer suggestions and support where
needed.
4) UK Government Equalities Office (GEO) introduction and outreach via
e-mail. The GAU, through the initiative of the Governor’s Office, was
able to liaise with the UK office and receive an invitation to attend the
Commission on the States of Women (CSW) United Nations
Conference. However, due to funding constraints, Anguilla’s GAU was
not represented at this global forum.
5) The United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) and the
United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) have both sent publicity
materials about parenting resource and sex and reproduction
outreach. These materials were shared with the Department of Social
Development, ACAN, and the Soroptimists International.

Summary
Regional and International Support is essential in the efforts of the GAU. Many
gender platforms are tied to international protocol and it is crucial for the GAU to be
aware of the various initiatives taking place globally to support gender affairs and
development. Within the region, BVI has proven to operate best practices in
gender affairs that are worthy to note and adapt, in cases that are culturally
relevant.

Strengths and Weaknesses
The GAU was strong in making initial contact with regional and international bodies
in order to make them aware of Anguilla’s Unit. The ability to undertake an
attachment with BVI at such an early stage in the development of the GAU builds
the capacity of the Unit to outline clear goals and a strategy for the upcoming
year’s initiatives. Also, the GAU application for UN grant funding to support
initiatives related to domestic violence and decreasing violence as a whole was a
groundbreaking prospect.
A potential weakness in being able to engage regional and international allies is the
lack of financial support available for this level of outreach. Shadowing and
attachment opportunities are limited even though it provides a first-hand view of
regional and international work that an effective gender affairs response requires.
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For instance, the GDC was not able to attend a regional conference on domestic
violence (a very timely issue for Anguilla) because of restrictions on funding for
international conference attendance. These conferences may be essential for
networking, learning from established individual and organisations, and being privy
to current and future funding resources.

Opportunities and Threats
There is an opportunity for the GAU to be a regional, if not international, leader in
implementing a gender development platform in Anguilla. Anguilla is in a unique
situation as one of the most gender equitable (from the GDC’s perspective)
Caribbean islands. The island presents, arguably, great opportunities for men and
women to succeed in non-traditional professions and in opportunities for selfdevelopment and personal enterprise/entrepreneurship. The GAU is now partnering
with the Department of Youth and Culture on an entrepreneurship initiative to see
this possibility translate into reality.
Once again, a serious lack of funding or earmarked funding, for the gender agenda
is viewed as a threat to GAU fulfilling its mission. This funding is not just for the
units’ projects, programmes and goals, but for supporting non-governmental
organisations, faith-based and community groups and programme co-sponsorship
with other governmental bodies. Presently, the GAU has received requests for
sponsorship that furthers gender equity in Anguilla’s society but has to refuse
participation due to a lack of funds.
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Forecast Upcoming Opportunities
Below is a list of potential opportunities for the GAU:
1) Collaborating with The Soroptimist International on women’s issues including
human trafficking/sex work and domestic violence/ending violence against
women.
2) Hosting visitors from BVI’s Office of Gender Affairs in order to train/impart
knowledge to key stakeholders in Anguilla (especially pertaining to court
functioning around the Domestic Violence legislation).

3) Formal commissioning of a Gender Affairs Unit with three (3) additional staff
members.
4) Assist in establishing needed services that will be crucial once the Domestic
Violence legislation is passed. This includes working with the Family Hope
Network on counseling services and support groups, and establishing a safe
house/shelter for victims of domestic violence.
5) Becoming fully integrated into the Department of Youth and Cultures
Entrepreneurship development programme as GAU promotes economic
equality through entrepreneurship. GAU can play a key role in “leveling the
playing field” of men and women’s access to business start-up capital and
entrepreneurship mentoring services.
6) Coordinating a Men’s Week 2014 from June 9 – June 15, 2014 to recognize
the achievement of men in Anguilla. The week will culminate with Father’s
Day.
7) Increased grant and proposal writing to secure needed Unit equipment in
addition to project funds to support in-house GAU programming and
community programming.
8) Considering mutually beneficial ways of working with the private sector and
hotel industry in Anguilla in the support of the mission of the GAU.
9) Working with seemingly untraditional gender affairs partners and
stakeholders such as Fisheries, Agriculture, Environment, Lands and
Planning, and other important departments, divisions and units.
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10) Develop a website for the GAU and increased online presence in order to
engage younger generations and potential supporters regionally and
internationally.

Forecast Upcoming Challenges
Below is a list of potential challenges for the GAU:
1) The influence of election politics in strengthening or hindering the current
state of the GAU.
2) Not receiving the necessary funding to support community initiatives and
thereby losing “ground” or credibility with the population.
3) Receiving limited or no staff members in the GAU within a timely manner.
4) The GAU’s role in providing support for working mothers/fathers and their
ability to ensure adequate time for positive child engagement.
5) Critical work in decreasing the number of those in prison; especially males in
prison as a gender issue.
6) The lack of substance abuse facilities for treatment and safe houses for
violence and abuse victims (these services will be extremely necessary once
the domestic violence legislation is passed).
7) Implementing the requirements of CEDAW within a political background.
8) Complying with international reporting requirements in the early stages of
the GAU establishment.
---
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Appendix: Coverage by The Anguillian Articles
CHURCH, STATE MEETING DISCUSS HIV/AIDS AND OTHER
ISSUES
Published by anguillian on January 31, 2014 | 0 Comment

Church, State and ACAN Representatives

Church Service in Session
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Representatives from the Governor’s Office, the Gender Affairs Unit in the Ministry of Home
Affairs, the Fire and Rescue Service, the Anguilla Community Action Network (ACAN) and the
New Testament Church of God, met at a service on Sunday, January 26.
The event, at the South Hill-based church, was the last of a series of meetings with four churches
involved in Project Hope, an initiative funded by the Governor’s Office in cooperation with the
ACAN and the National Aids Programme. The objective of the meetings was to sensitize the
pastors and their congregations about an upcoming workshop at which church leaders are to
consider ways of addressing stigma and discrimination relating to persons infected, and affected,
by HIV/AIDS and other sexually-transmitted diseases.
The speakers were Mr. John C. Lake, Director and CEO of ACAN; his assistant, Mrs. Pamela
Fleming; Mrs Vanessa Connor, youth representative of the Faith Based Organisation; Mr Jim
Bunton, Adviser to the Fire and Rescue Services; Mrs Kim Cutler of the Governor’s Office; and
Mrs Ronya Foy Connor, the newly-appointed Gender Development Coordinator.
Mrs Cutler was pleased with the large turnout. She observed that, unlike Jesus, it was not
possible simply to touch someone and heal them of diseases like HIV/AIDS for example. She
stressed that “what we can cure is the stigma and loneliness that they may face” by showing
compassion to them. Mrs Cutler commended ACAN for its work and the churches for their
involvement in the initiative.
Mr Bunton said that the Fire and Rescue Service had established an alliance with the Dominion
Faith Centre and ACAN. “The alliance is intended to deal with fire safety in people’s homes
where they are not able to do it themselves,” he stated. “To that end, we are going to visit
churches and carry out demonstrations on what to do – and what not to do – in the event of a fire;
and we are going to visit people’s homes and provide things like fire extinguishers and smoke
alarms to try to keep them safe.” Persons who can afford the necessary pieces of equipment can
purchase and install them on their own.
Mr Bunton indicated that similar to safeguarding against HIV/AIDS, and other sexuallytransmitted diseases, there was also a need for persons to protect themselves from destructive
fires.
Mrs Foy Connor said that HIV/AIDS and domestic violence were not often connected, but she
showed that there was a connection in terms of rape, incest, molestation and other forms of
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sexual abuse through which victims can contract the HIV/AIDS virus. “In terms of HIV/AIDS
and its connection to domestic violence, women are the largest percentage of all new HIV/AIDS
cases, so the link between HIV/AIDS and violence is something that we need to begin talking
about,” she stated. “We find that domestic violence becomes a problem when there is forced
sexual interaction, and forced rape, because the persons being abused cannot protect themselves.
They cannot request the abuser to wear a condom.”
The Gender Affairs Coordinator advised that the above matters needed serious attention by the
churches in considering their role in the fight against HIV/AIDS and other sexual diseases. She
indicated that, like those diseases, there was a stigma and a culture of silence attached to
domestic violence which also needed to be addressed.
Pastor Bernard Joseph, who is the Chaplin for ACAN, commented that his church had joined in
the fight against HIV/AIDS to achieve a healthier and prosperous foundation for Anguilla. He
was pleased that the Faith Based Organisation and Project Hope were purpose-driven in their
initiatives, and looked forward to their success.
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GENDER AFFAIRS UNIT GETS EXPOSURE AT ANTI-VIOLENCE
CAMPAIGN
Published by anguillian on January 31, 2014 | 0 Comment

Mrs Ronya Foy-Connor and Mr Kenneth Hodge
One of the participating groups in the launch of the National Anti-Violence Campaign was the
soon-to-be-established Gender Affairs Unit in the Ministry of Home Affairs.
Mr Kenneth Hodge, Principal Assistant Secretary in that Ministry, explained the Unit’s
participation in the event. “We are moving to establish our Gender Affairs Unit later this year
but, in the meantime, we want to be very visible in the public. To that end, we are giving
presentations and having booths and tables at every possible venue,” he told The Anguillian.
He continued: “We are here at the launching of the National Anti-Violence Campaign to show
persons what gender affairs and domestic violence are all about. The aim is to try to educate and
change the mindsets of people when it comes to domestic violence and gender affairs.
“We have had a lot of persons visiting our booth here, taking the brochures, signing up and
asking questions and there is a lot of interest. We are looking forward to doing more of these
activities in the community to attract widespread support as we go along.”
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Mrs Ronya Foy-Connor, the recently-appointed Gender Affairs Development Coordinator, was
at the booth with Mr Hodge. Her comments were as follows:
“We are letting the community know that domestic violence is not just a private affair, but is
something that is public and that affects all of us. We are trying to make sure that the public
awareness is first on our agenda. We have brochures about domestic violence; and brochures
showing some of the signs of domestic violence and offering self-checks to persons, who may be
abusers, on how they can change their behaviour. Brochures are also available to persons on how
they should respond if they are in an abusive relationship.”
At present, legislation and other arrangements to guide the establishment and functioning of the
Gender Affairs Unit are being prepared in time for the launching of the Unit.
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GOVERNOR, MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS, GENDER AFFAIRS
COORDINATOR ADDRESS POLICE OFFICERS
Published by anguillian on January 31, 2014 | 0 Comment

Police Officers at the Conference Room at Police Headquarters

Police Officers at the Conference Room at Police Headquarters
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L-R: Mr. Kenneth Hodge, Mr. Jerome Roberts, Governor Christina Scott, Mrs. Ronya Foy
Connor and Commissioner Rudolph Proctor

Mr. Roberts, Governor, Mrs Foy-Connor and Commissoner Proctor with Trained Personnel
This year, there was a departure from previous years when there was only one lecture to the
Royal Anguilla Police Force as part of its anniversary celebrations.
On Monday this week, January, 27, three addresses were delivered to which the Commissioner,
Mr Rudolph Proctor, replied. The speakers were Her Excellency the Governor, Ms Christina
Scott, who has responsibility for the Police since assuming office in July 2013; the Hon Jerome
Roberts, Minister of Home Affairs; and Mrs Ronya Foy Connor, the recently-appointed Gender
Affairs Development Coordinator.
“It is a real privilege to join you in celebrating Police Week as you mark your 42nd
Anniversary,” Governor Scott told Commissioner Proctor and the other ranks of the Force. “Of
course it is a chance to celebrate and acknowledge the unrecognised work that you are doing day
in and day out to keep Anguilla safe. It is also a chance to build firmer relationships between
yourselves and the community that you serve, and to reflect on some of the challenges that you
face, as an organisation, as well as the future requirements that we will be placing on you.”
She said it was hard to think on a more challenging objective than when the police officers set
themselves the challenge of creating a crime-free nation, which she described as an
extraordinarily high bar. She thought however, that a zero tolerance approach to all sorts of
crime was absolutely the right one – and the right level of ambition for a police force like that in
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Anguilla. She observed that there were no magic solutions to the tasks of crime-solving which
required the participation of society on a whole.
She pointed out some of the ways in which the police can exercise a leadership role. “The first
thing is that you have a crucial role to play in preventing people from becoming criminals, by
using your powerful potential to influence and shape the lives of young people to prevent them
from getting into a life of crime; and to interact with other agencies and families in Anguilla by
using your community work, and knowledge of emerging problems, to stop young people from
becoming involved in crime.”
Governor Scott continued: “The other thing you have amazing potential to do, is to help people
not to become victims of crime by advising them on how to avoid harmful situations; how to
protect their buildings and businesses; how CCTV can be used to make a business less likely to
be attacked and to reduce their vulnerability to crime. I really urge you to have a sort of
ambassadorial role. In that regard, when you are out and about in the community, point out when
you see problems that people can fix and make them less likely to become victims of crime,” she
advised.
She continued: “Of course what you really need, when you are chasing the bad guys, and trying
to disrupt their activities, is the support from Government and the community. Essential to that is
having the community work with you and to give you information. You know, as I do, how
important it is to have a trusting relationship between yourselves and the community when it
comes to sharing information. I would say that individuals have a moral responsibility to give
you information to help you interrupt a planned crime or perhaps to catch somebody who has
committed a crime.
“I know from conversations with the Commissioner that there are people out there walking
around free, at the minute, who you would love to put behind bars, and who you have quite a lot
of information on – and you are struggling to put behind bars [but]people feel nervous about
giving you statements that would allow you to ensure prosecutions. All that of course boils down
to the issue of trust, and people passing information to the police must feel that that information
is protected, and where possible, identities are protected. That is not always possible when we
are getting into prosecution, but it is crucial at the early stages.
“You are as aware as I am that there are perceptions in some quarters of the community that
information given to the police isn’t protected. Now I think that perception is exaggerated …The
problem though with these perceptions is that…it really only takes one or two isolated, ill-judged
comments that undermine completely the rest of the wok that is done by the Police Force day in
day out at a very high professional standard.”

The Governor told the police that first and foremost they had a responsibility to themselves to
nurture and to build the trust that the community has in the police force. She added: “That high
level of trust will only come about if you are deeply-rooted in the community that you serve.”
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Meanwhile, Mr Jerome Roberts, the Minister of Home Affairs, congratulated the Commissioner
and all ranks of the Force on their 42nd Anniversary under the theme “Fostering Community
Participation, Creating a Crime-free Nation.” His address was based on the launch of a Police
Pocketbook – which focuses on domestic violence. It originated from a recent workshop, for
members of the Force, on domestic violence sponsored by the Governor’s Office.
“As we launch the Royal Anguilla Police Force Pocketbook today, one of the top priority areas
for the Ministry of Home Affairs, with the newly-established Gender Affairs Unit, is working on
passing comprehensive domestic violence legislation, “ he continued. “This legal document will
better equip all law enforcement bodies in responding to one of the most sensitive and potentially
dangerous situations – violence in our homes. The pocketbook, for the police officers, deals with
cases of sexual and gender-based violence. It is a quick reference for the police to refresh the
knowledge and skills developed during their training in gender-based violence.”
The Minister stated that gender-based violence and domestic violence continued to be a social
problem, impacting every segment of the island’s population. “The commission of domestic
violence is a crime and law enforcement must also treat it as such,” he added. “Police officers are
often the first law enforcement personnel that victims of domestic violence encounter. The role
of the Police is therefore key in terms of providing immediate protection and sensitivity to the
victim, as well as other needed support.”

Mrs Ronya Foy-Connor, the recently-appointed Gender Affairs Development Coordinator, spoke
about the soon-to-be-established Unit. “It is to be actively committed to fostering equal and
humane treatment in the daily lives of every man, woman, girl and boy, thereby manifesting a
united Anguilla,” she explained. “This Unit will fulfill a mission of promoting knowledge and
awareness of gender issues and sharpening the capacity of each one of us to affect positive
change.”
During the event, Governor Scott distributed certificates and copies of the Police Pocketbook to
the officers and other persons from the Department of Probation who completed a series of
training workshops on domestic violence. She was assisted by Commissioner Proctor, who
chaired the entire event, and Sergeant Chrispen Gumbs.
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ADDRESS BY HON. JEROME ROBERTS, MINISTER OF
HOME AFFAIRS AND GENDER 1ST ANNUAL WOMEN’S
WEEK 2014 AND INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
ADDRESS MONDAY, MARCH 3, 2014
By anguillian March 7, 2014 10:02

Hon. Jerome Roberts
Greetings to you all. I am pleased to

open a week of very special events

in honour of International Women’s

Day on March 8. The Ministry of

Home Affairs, Gender Affairs Unit is

featuring the first annual Women’s

Week 2014 from March 3 through

March 8 under the theme

“Celebrating the Spirit of

Achievement.” In the same breadth,

let me hasten to add that similar

plans are being made for a Men’s

Week in June.

From an historical context,

International Women’s Day is a time

to recognize the tremendous impact

that women have had in world

societies that were male dominated.

Women have made strides to
improve their life conditions in the

face of political laws focused on

doing just the opposite. Women have transcended traditional notions of being mandated to the home and
the rearing of children. On our island, women are entrepreneurs, politically involved and influential, and
family breadwinners in some cases.

We have so many women on Anguilla who have been an inspiration to many and who have achieved
success in their own right. We can highlight a number of these – our first female Speaker of the House
the Hon. Barbara Webster-Bourne, our first female Governor Her Excellency Christina Scott and so many
women who have distinguished themselves in the fields of education, health, law, hospitality and tourism,
business and development, and arts and culture. This year a number of these women will be featured in
radio interviews speaking candidly about their life experiences, successes, challenges and what keeps
them going strong in the spirit of achievement. These are powerful testimonies which we will all remember
in the weeks and months after the celebrations.

In Anguilla, we are strong because of the dedication of these women and so many others. These women
are our mothers, sisters, daughters, wives, friends, employees and employers. They handle multiple
responsibilities and are able to keep moving strong. We applaud these women, the efforts of all our
ancestors, and of all Anguilla’s female activists who have been continuously striving to promote the
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empowerment of women in all sectors of life – socially, economically and politically. We have made
important strides in Anguilla but there is still work to be done.

As the Minister with responsibility for Gender, it gives me great delight to report that we have made
significant progress in the nation’s commitment to strengthening gender affairs on our island. Last year
this time I mentioned that the Executive Council had approved a Gender Development Coordinator to
assist in establishing the Gender Affairs Unit. As of January 2, we succeeded in this goal with the
appointment of Ronya Foy Connor as the Gender Development Coordinator. With the appointment of a
Gender Development Coordinator, our nation is now putting the mechanisms in place to be recognized
locally, regionally and internationally as a country committed to the well-being of our citizens and
promoting opportunities for advancement regardless of gender.

On behalf of the Government, the people of Anguilla and on my own behalf, we must thank the
Governor’s Office for sponsoring a one week attachment for Mrs. Foy Connor in mid-March with the BVI’s
Office of Gender Affairs in Tortola. The attachment will go a long way in assisting our efforts toward
establishing a fully functional and adequately staffed Gender Affairs Unit. While in the BVI, Anguilla’s
gender official will meet key stakeholders in Gender Affairs, Social Development, Law Enforcement,
Community and Family Support, Human Resources Employee Relations and Disaster Management. This
connection will afford us the opportunity to examine the successful operation of one of our regional
partners and implement the necessary policies and procedures in Anguilla.

We are also revamping and reenergizing efforts to have the Domestic Violence legislation finalized with
comments from multiple stakeholders including the Bar Association and the Royal Anguilla Police Force.
They have all been equipped with the knowledge and response to Sexual and Gender Based Violence
and have a ready resource to respond to these vulnerabilities in our community. I am also proud to see
our nation coming closer to realizing international conventions such as CEDAW; which will provide a
practical blueprint for overcoming discrimination against women and promoting basic human rights.
As we celebrate International Women’s Day 2014, we truly do have much to celebrate. This year’s
international theme is “Inspiring Change” and we are inspiring change right here at home toward gender
equality and the humane treatment of all persons. This week we commend women for their efforts and we
also call on the support of men to do the same. Men and women are righteously linked and we are
strongest when we are linked in mutual understanding and collaboration.

Today, therefore, we all applaud the efforts of women to make a sustainable life for themselves, their
loved ones and their communities. Remember, “Achievement is not always defined by victory. Sometimes
achievement lies in the honest endeavour to do your best under all circumstances.” We wish you a happy
Women’s Week 2014 and International Women’s Day.
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(Published without editing by The Anguillian newspaper.)

EDITORIAL: CELEBRATING OUR WOMEN
By Nat Hodge, Editor of The Anguillian newspaper, February 28, 2014 09:44
It is a matter for much commendation that at last the mere talk in the past, of setting up a Gender Affairs
Unit, appears to be over with the now robust effort by government, and a working group of speciallyselected persons, to establish and develop such an entity within the Ministry of Home Affairs. The face of
that Unit is Mrs Ronya Foy-Connor, the newly-appointed Coordinator of Gender Development, whose
influence and readiness for the tasks ahead are already being seen, working in close collaboration with
the Principal Assistant Secretary, Mr Kenneth Hodge, and others.
A present focus is recognising our women, their lives, achievements and contributions to Anguilla. To
some extent, this is reflected in this edition of The Anguillian where the Ministry and Gender Affairs Unit
have placed a page of photographs and script on a sample of our womenfolk. It has been explained that
there was no discrimination in the selection of those persons – all that mattered was their contributions
and achievements, and the need to celebrate them as outstanding women whether or not they are
Anguillians by nationality, belongership or simply sojourners.
The above recognition and other plans to honour women in Anguilla in general, are timely in the run-up to
International Women’s Day on Saturday, March 8, and their involvement in that celebration. The
Women’s Day event has as its theme: “Inspiring change. Women’s equality has made positive gains but
the world is still unequal”.
The task for our Gender Affairs Unit, and indeed for all civic and other groups in Anguilla, is to do their
part to reduce that inequality in our small society; to fight domestic violence and discrimination against
women; and to promote them as an important influence in the family home and community.
It is a matter for much admiration, pride and commendation, that in Anguilla many of our women occupy
lofty positions of authority and influence. We see them as Principals and Deputy Principals in all of our
schools; Permanent Secretaries in Ministries; Heads of Departments of Public Administration,
Immigration, Labour, Information and Broadcasting, Statistics, Health Authority, Managers, Speaker of
the House of Assembly, Attorneys-at-Law, and other outstanding and senior personnel in the public and
private sectors – and the list goes on. Included in that count, of course, are the Governor, the Resident
Judge and the Senior Magistrate, who are sojourning among us. Our Anguillian women have really
excelled – and those who were not so lucky, or, in some cases may be downtrodden for one reason or
another, must be helped along the way where possible.
In order to be fair and well-balanced in terms of gender affairs, attention must also be paid to our menfolk
– not of course forgetting our upcoming boys and girls who are in fact the hope and future of Anguilla. As
is the case with of our women, we must be concerned about their welfare and accord them equal
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recognition, support and attention. At the same time, our men must do everything possible to elevate
themselves as our women are doing with increasing success.
It is just a week or so away from the observance of International Women’s Day. Ahead of that date, the
opportunity is taken here to offer all of our women in Anguilla every good wish in their upward mobility
and in celebration of their personal achievements and contributions to our island.

Women At Governor’s Reception Told: CEDAW CONVENTION TO BE
EXTENDED TO ANGUILLA
14 March 2014
Fresh from celebrating Women’s Week 2014 in the spirit of achievement Anguilla is now to achieve a new
status in gender affairs on an international scale. The island is to have the Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women CEDAW) extended to it.
The announcement was made by Her Excellency the Governor, Christina Scott, while hosting a special
reception for women at Government House on Thursday, March 6. The Governor said an official request
was made to the British Government to that end.
According to the press release, CEDAW embraces the principle of equality between men and women. It
prohibits discrimination affecting women’s enjoyment of political, economic, social, cultural, civil and other
rights on an equal basis with men. The release explained that by accepting CEDAW, countries and
territories commit themselves to ending discrimination against women in all forms so that they – along
with men – can enjoy all of their human rights and fundamental freedoms.
The release, from the Governor’s Office and the Ministry of Home Affairs, stated that the request to the
British Government was made on the eve of International Women’s Day. It was the culmination of years
of work to meet the criteria required to request the extension of the Convention to Anguilla.
The preparatory work to date includes conducting legislative and policy audit confirming that Anguilla has
satisfactory legislative measures to protect the principle of equality; training Police and Probation Officers
in Sexual and Gender-based violence in Anguilla; appointing a Gender Development Coordinator, which
lays the groundwork for the formal commissioning of a Gender Affairs Unit; and raising the profile of
gender issues in the community through open days, interviews in the local media and a bi-weekly column,
in The Anguillian newspaper, titled “The Gender Corner.”
Governor Scott made the following comment: “As its first female Governor, I am delighted that Anguilla
has made this important step in its human rights history. Significant progress has been made over the
years to improve gender equality, and we have a strong legal framework in place to protect women’s
rights. I look forward to doing whatever I can to further this cause, including working with Ministers to see
the Domestic Violence Bill enacted.”
The Minister of Home Affairs, the Hon Jerome Roberts, had this to say:
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“The Government of Anguilla and the Ministry of Home Affairs, Gender Affairs Unit, are proud to have
accomplished this milestone in our nation’s history. We are showing our strong commitment to human
rights, and social justice, on our island by ensuring that we implement the best policies of international
protocol to end all forms of discrimination against women. We will continue to advance the affairs of both
women and men until we achieve a just and equitable society.”
Once ratified, Anguilla will join the British Virgin Islands, the Turks and Caicos Islands and the Cayman
Islands – as British Overseas Territories in the Caribbean – which have had CEDAW extended to them.

Her Excellency, Gov. Christina Scott (left) with guests at the Governor’s Reception in celebration of
International Women’s Day and Anguilla’s first “Women’s Week.”

H.E. Governor Christina Scott with Ms. Mabel Gumbs, Seamstress and owner of internationally known,
“Mabel’s Corn Soup” (left) and Ms. Ursilla Levons Connor, Anguilla’s only female Centenarian (right).
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Event attendees with H.E. Gov. Christina Scott (3rd from right); Ms. Kim Cutler, Project Officer for the
Governor’s Office (2nd from right); and Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development Coordinator (2nd
from left).

Presentation of fruit baskets. L to R: Dr. Ronya Foy Connor, Gender Development Coordinator; Mr.
Kenneth Hodge, Principal Assistant Secretary for Gender; Ms. Ursilla Levons Connor, Centenarian; Ms.
Mable Gumbs, renowned cook; and Ms. Ruthlyn Harrigan of Ruthlyn’s Place Ministries.
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Guests in attendance including Women’s Week interviewee, Mrs. Gilda Gumbs-Samuel, Tourism
Association Regional Leader (middle in black).

Guests in attendance including Women’s Week interviewee, Dr. Phyllis Fleming Banks, Health Leader
and Human Resource Consultant (left in red and green) and Mrs. Octavia Melsaides Fleming, Educator
and Entrepreneurs (right in turquoise).
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Anguilla’s Women’s Week 2014 Advertisement
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